Activity 1 - Homophones
Each sentence contains at least two homophones. Can you correctly fill in the
gaps?
Look over THERE, it is Gemma and Harold and THEY’RE carrying THEIR
new puppy.
The number
Johnny was not
other pupils.

seed

the tennis tournament.
to speak

Harry and Henry were playing a
and they became
.

during the class as it distracted
game, but it was not exciting

The thief was
stealing from the supermarket and ended up in
in front of the judge.
The driver failed to
a suitable parking space and just parked on the
road where a traffic warden gave him a ticket and he was
£50.
Mrs Doodabs was walking down the street when her
shoe. She fell and cut her knee which took a while to

broke on her
.

The ___________ _________ the beds after the family went out.
The class were given a _________ set of challenge questions, thankfully they
had studied hard and _______ the answers.
All the countries in the world got together and ________ by _______ they
formed a __________ treaty that could not be broken.
The cat knocked the milk over so it would ________ into her bowl, which she
then dipped her ________ into to taste. When Mr Whatshisname got home
there was no milk for his cup of tea _______ him.
The ________ flew in on her broomstick ________ is a very eco-friendly way of
travelling.
I don’t know __________ to wear my boots or sandals as the ________ is so
changeable.
I ________ like all of the desks made of __________.

Activity 2
Spelling – anagrams
Anagram
come moat cad
pacco many
card g coin
Vice hae
Gives greas
A rat emu
Cat nine
Trap a pen
Piece apart
Chatted a
Ava liable
E Ravage
Aww dark
A baring
Rubies
Great coy
Mercy tee
Meet comit
Tunic come am
Tummy coin
Topic toe min
C nice cones
Cousin cos
Scone v torry
Venice c neon
Ponders cor
I rice tics
Riots U icy
Tie fined
Parted see
Timed r need
Pe loved
Tracy I Dion
Strauss I do

Word

Clue
Provide a place for me
Go somewhere with a friend
He stated that
Succeed
Forceful
Not professional
Very old
Clear and obvious
Enjoy and value something
Joined to
Ready to be used
The usual standard
Difficult to use
Cheaper than it should be
Being hit can leave this
A set of things classified into groups
Where people are buried
A group working on a project
To talk to others
A village can be this
You can enter this to win a prize
Knowing what is right and wrong
Awake
A long disagreement
Easy to use
Written communication
To tell someone they have a fault
Something different and interesting
Certain
Reckless and willing to do anything
Strong willed
To gradually grow
All words are here
A complete failure

Answers:

Activity 1 - Homophones
Each sentence contains at least two homophones. Can you correctly fill in the
gaps?
Look over there it is Gemma and Harold and they’re carrying their new
puppy.
The number one seed won the tennis tournament.
Johnny was not allowed to speak aloud during the class as it distracted other
pupils.
Harry and Henry were playing a board game, but it was not exciting and they
became bored.
The thief was caught stealing from the supermarket and ended up in court in
front of the judge.
The driver failed to find a suitable parking space and just parked on the road
where a traffic warden gave him a ticket and he was fined £50.
Mrs Doodabs was walking down the street when her heel broke on her shoe.
She fell and cut her knee which took a while to heal.
The maid made the beds after the family went out.
The class were given a new set of challenge questions, thankfully they had
studied hard and knew the answers.
All the countries in the world got together and piece by piece they formed a
peace treaty that could not be broken.
The cat knocked the milk over so it would pour into her bowl, which she then
dipped her paw into to taste. When Mr Whatshisname got home there was no
milk for his cup of tea poor him.
The witch flew in on her broomstick which is a very eco-friendly way of
travelling.
I don’t know whether to wear my boots or sandals as the weather is so
changeable.
I would like all of the desks made of wood.

Activity 2
Spelling – anagrams
Anagram
come moat cad
pacco many
card g coin
Vice hae
Gives greas
A rat emu
Cat nine
Trap a pen
Piece apart
Chatted a
Ava liable
E Ravage
Aww dark
A baring
Rubies
Great coy
Mercy tee
Meet comit
Tunic come am
Tummy coin
Topic toe min
C nice cones
Cousin cos
Scone v torry
Venice c neon
Ponders cor
I rice tics
Riots U icy
Tie fined
Parted see
Timed r need
Pe loved
Tracy I Dion
Strauss I do

Word
Accommodate
Accompany
According
Achieve
Aggressive
Amateur
Ancient
Apparent
Appreciate
Attached
Available
Average
Awkward
Bargain
Bruise
Category
Cemetery
Committee
Communicate
Community
Competition
Conscience
Conscious
Controversy
Convenience
Correspond
Criticise
Curiosity
Definite
Desperate
Determined
Develop
Dictionary
Disastrous

Clue
Provide a place for me
Go somewhere with a friend
He stated that
Succeed
Forceful
Not professional
Very old
Clear and obvious
Enjoy and value something
Joined to
Ready to be used
The usual standard
Difficult to use
Cheaper than it should be
Being hit can leave this
A set of things classified into groups
Where people are buried
A group working on a project
To talk to others
A village can be this
You can enter this to win a prize
Knowing what is right and wrong
Awake
A long disagreement
Easy to use
Written communication
To tell someone they have a fault
Something different and interesting
Certain
Reckless and willing to do anything
Strong willed
To gradually grow
All words are here
A complete failure

